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BY EDWARD SAPIR
Few regions in this country are so slightly known ,both ethnologically and linguistically, as the section of Washington and Oregon
lying east of the strip of coast land, and in this large area the position occupied by the Takelma Indians, generally rather loosely
referred to as Rogue or Upper Rogue River Indians, has hitherto
remained quite undefined. The scattered and, I fear, all too scanty
notes that were obtained in the summer of 1906, incidentally to
working out the language of these practically extinct Indians under
the direction of the Bureau of American Ethnology, are offered as
a contribution toward defining this position. It may be stated at
the outset that many things point to the Takelma as having really
formed an integral part of the distinct Californian area, in late years
made better known by the work of Drs Dixon, Goddard, and
Kroeber.2
HABITAT LINGUISTIC
POSITION.
-The
determination of the
exact location of the Takelma is a matter of some difficulty. In
all probability the revised linguistic map recently issued in Bulletin
3 0 of the Bureau of American Ethnology is incorrect in that it
gives the stock too little space to the north and east. To the north
the Takelma certainly occupied the northern bank of Rogue river

-

1 Read before the American Anthropological Association, New York, December,
1906. Published by permission of the Bureau of'American Ethnology.
*See Dr A. B. Lewis : Tribes of the Columbia Valley and the Coast of Washington

and Oregon, Memoirs of the American Anthropological Association, vol. I, pt. 2 , pp.
175-178, for a summary of the little that is known of the general culture of southwestern
Oregon (Athabascan, Takelma, and Kusan tribes).
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eastward of some point between Illinois river and Galice creek, while
they also inhabited part of the country on the upper course of Cow
creek, a tributary of the Umpqua. The middle valley, then, of
Rogue river, the country on the southern bank perhaps as far west
as Illinois river, its main tributary, the upper course of Cow creek,
and the interior of Oregon southward nearly to the Californian
boundary, was the home of the Takelma proper, or, as they called
themselves, D@gehzrEFn,'' those living alongside the river,' i. e.,
Rogue rivpr.
There was, moreover, still another tribe of the same linguistic
stock that dwelt farther to the east, occupying the poorer land of the
Upper Rogue, east, say, of Table Rock toward the Cascades and in
the neighborhood of the present town of Jacksonville. These were
known as Lat'gfiaw2,' those living in the uplands,' but were also
loosely referred to as W ~ Xi. ,e., 'enemies,' a name specifically
applied to the Shasta, with whom the Takelma were often in hostile
relations. These eastern Takelma seem to have been on the whole
less advanced than their down-river kinsmen. They are said to have
been shorter in stature than these, to have used log rafts instead of
canoes, and, because of greater economic distress, to have used for
food crows, ants' eggs, and other such delicacies, much to the disgust of theTakelma proper, who however do not seem to have been
particularly averse to the eating of lice and grasshoppers themselves.
The Upland Takelma were much more warlike than their western
neighbors, and were accustomed to make raids on the latter in order
to procure supplies of food and other valuables. The slaves they
captured they often sold to the Klamath of the Lakes, directly to
the east. The few words obtained of their language show it to have
1 T h e following orthographical signs employed in the writing of Takelma words may
require explanation : ii is approximately midway between zz and German zi ; all other
vowels have their continental values, e being always open (like e in English met) in
quality, even when long in quantity ; superior vowels (as in d", it) denote parasitic repeated vowels, all stressed long vowels being pseudodiphthongal. '(in K' f $ ' )denotes
aspiration ; !(in k! i! p? Is!) '' fortis " articulation as in other Pacific Coast languages ;x
as in German nch ; s- midway between s and c (i. e., slr in English shall) ; 6 is glottal
catch. Other consonantal signs are as in English, except that g, d, 6, are rather weakly
articulated surds than true sonants. Three accents to indicate pitch are used : 1.denotes
fall from high to low tone, = denotes rise from normal to higher tone, 2 is higher than
normal but unitonal and with something of the effect of an interrogation in English.
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been very nearly the same as that of the Takelma proper, but with
distinct phonetic and lexicographic dialectic differences.' A few
examples will serve to illustrate :UPPER DIALECT

TAKELMA PROPER

t!t:weks,flea
yegwhtci, they bite me
t'gcintcgan,fly
as I was traveling about
wvip'tceendaE,
F'iiiindkrt', his relatives

t!ew2x
yegzuZxi
blS

euit'eedaE
k'wimxdo

NEIGHBORING
TRIBES
-PLACENAMES.- The neighbors of the
Takelman stock were largely Athabascan. Below them on the
banks of Rogue river were the Chasta Costa;2 Galice creek
and Applegate creek (or 'Beaver nver,' as it was termed by the
Takelma), southern tributaries of Rogue river, were occupied by
isolated Athabascan tribes speaking (dialects distinct from those of
other Oregonian Athabascans ; north of the Takelma, on lower Cow
creek, were the A"Kwa or Urnpqua, another Athabascan tribe, called
YflgaZ2 by the Takelma. To the south and east dwelt Shasta and
Klamath tribes.' So circumscribed were their boundaries and so
sedentary their general habits that the Takelma proper hardly ever
heard of coast tribes such as the Coos or of the Kalapuya of the
Willamette valley.
J. 0. Dorsey ' gives a list of seventeen Takelma place-names, the
majority of which, as he himself points out, are Athabascan, strange
1 I was told of two women residing in Grand Ronde Reservation who still speak this
divergent dialect.
3 I n J. 0. Dorsey's diagrammatic map ( T h e Gentile System of the Siletz Tribes,
journal of American Folk-lore, 18g0,III, no. L., p. 228) the Chasta Costa villages are
made to extend far to the east on the north bank of the Rogue, all the Takelma villages
being put south of the river. Explicit information, however, was obtained of Takelma
villages on Jump Off Joe creek and Cow creek, both of which are north of Rogue river,
and the Chasta Costa Indians whom I came in contact with always spoke of the Takelnia
as having dwelt above them. I hardly believe t'nat the Chasta Costa occupied the river
farther east than Leaf creek, a t the farthest.
3 Dr Dixon informs me that he found that the Shasta claimed the country east of Table
Rock and about Jacksonville, and that he was giken Shasta place names belonging to this
region. I t is possible then that the Upland T a kelma did not really border directly on
the Rlamath, the Shasta intervening ; or the country may have been to some extent a
debatable territory between the Upper Takelma and the Shasta.
'Op. cit., p. 235.
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to say, and not Takelma. I very much doubt, however, whether
this fact has at all the significance that Dorsey ascribes to it ; i. e.,
(‘that there was an invasion by the Athapascans, who established
villages on all sides of them, and imposed Athapascan names on the
Takelrna vilIages.” In view of the fact that the place names procured by myself are without exception pure Takelma words, 1
strongly suspect that the present ascendency of the Chasta Costa
language in Siletz reservation made it natural for Dorsey’s informant to clothe the names in Athabascan form rather than to give
the genuine native names. Of the few native Takelma names that
he gives, I am able to translate only one : Sal-wa‘-qa (i.e., Salzurixa),
which probably means at the foot of the creek,’ and which must
have been applied to a village at the mouth of Illinois river or one
of its tributaries ; it could hardly have been a (‘gentile ” term, as
implied by Dorsey. But one of the names - Ddsnlsan - that I
obtained showed on examination to be clearly identical with one
given by Dorsey. This name, given as the Takelma designation of
Illinois river, is identical with Dorsey’s Td-sfil’-stin, a ‘(village,
which cannot be located.”
The geographical names procured are subjoined below; it is
unfortunate that the distance of the Rogue river country from
the present home of its former occupants and the ignorance
of the informant of all the corresponding current English place
names made it impossible to identify the location of most of
the villages. In regard to the character of the majority of the
Takelma place names it is to be noted that they are significant,
consisting generally of a phrase descriptive of some natural feature
of the place. The first syllable is generally a local element, such
as ha-, ‘in’ (perhaps also in Dorsey’s no. 8, Nd-ckk-tin, with
Athabascan suffix tzin ‘ in,’ at ’) ; d d - , on,’ ‘ over ’; gwen- in
back,’ east ’; &- above,’ on top ‘; gel- ‘ abreast,’ opposite ’; dal‘ in brush, away from river ’ (also in Dorsey’s no. I 3, TaL’-ma-mi’tce, and in TCZ-sGl‘-sGn) ; da“- alongside ’ (perhaps also in Dorsey’s no. 2 , Tu-lo‘$me‘), sal- ‘ at foot,’ below’ (e. g., in Dorsey’s
Sal-w&’-qa). The second element of the word is often some noun
or noun with following adjective indicative of a geographical feature, plant, animal, or the like. Many of the names also are char(

(

(
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acterized by a final 2 ,a suffix that cannot be identified with any
other formative element in the language, but seems restricted in its
use to the formation of place names. Nouns indicating person or
people from so and so ' are formed !from place names by a suffixed
-ag or -&,the characteristic -kc being always dropped. Thus Gwenp'zind is 'one who comes from Gweap&nk',' and DaageZmusa
means one who comes from Diiage/um,' or Rogue river, i. e.,
Takelma Indian.'
East of t h e Takelma tribes were the following : ( I ) Dak'ts/ct"mnlas, or Dak'ts!aQwanris, the latter of which may be translated
those above lakes (or deep bodies of water) ' (ts!Ltli, lake,' ' deep
water '), the reference being clearly to the Klamath lakes in the high
land above the easternmost Takelnna ; the people meant are the
Klamath Indians. The easternmost village of the Takelnia beyond
Table Rock was (2) Latkaii, or Latgiiiik', upper country,' inhabited
by the LafgGawasJalready spoken of as possessed of a distinct dialect
of the Takelma. Another name for the village of Lat'gazik' was
Lazwaya ' knife in belly,' referring doubtless to the warlike character
of the inhabitants. This warlike disposition of the uplanders is explained by the fact that at Lat'giiZk' was waged the first war, that carried on at the instigation of Coyote by the former mythical people
against unoffending Jackrabbit. On Rogue river and still east of
Table Rock was (3) Hat 2. From the manuscript Takelma notes of
Mr H. H. St Clair, 2nd, is taken (4).Di'tani, ' Table Rock.' This is
probably to be read Didmi and may be translated rock above ' (dun,
' rock '). Dorsey gives Deep Rock " as the easternmost point of
the Takelma and adds that it has not been found so far on any
map." But Deep Rock " may very well be an Indian pronunciation of the English "Table Rock" (td would, in the mouth of a
Takelma, easily enough be transformed into dzp', the latter pronunciation being much more in accordance with native phonetics).
Below Table Rock was ( 5 ) GeCyfiM, abreast of pines ' ( y d , I pine ').
(6) Di%mZ was situated near falls of the river and was said to be
an unusually large village. (7) Gwenp'uiiP. (8) HayaQZb8Zsda,
'in its long (i. e., tall) pines ' ( y d ,' pine,' b d s , long '). (9)DaPt'gamFK', 'above which are elk' (tgam, elk '). (10) Dzdalam, 'over
the rocks,' on the site of the present town of Grant's Pass, the county
'I

('
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seat of Josephine county. ( I I ) SbiizR, ' beaver place ' (sbin,' beaver'),
the present Applegate creek. ( I 2) DPp!dts!iZda, ' on its red banks,'
was the name of the present Jump Off Joe creek, an eastern tributary of Rogue river. A Taltelma village in the neighborhood of this
creek, and thus on the north side of Rogue river, was ( I 3) Bnk'fs?nsiit, the native village of my informant, Mrs Frances Johnson.
Persons from this locality were termed D~Zdmzzy2,implying as
another name for the village Dnltfnirl, ' rock (is) away from
stream.' The reference here is, in all probability, to a well-known
dnir md8gZZ or ' Rock Old Woman,' a potent supernatural being
associated with a round flat-topped rock in the mountains near the
village and possessed of great '' medicine." (14) Gwerzdat', ' eastwards' (?), not inhabited by Takelma Indians. ( I 5) Hqzv&Z, the
present Cow creek. (16) Y7?Eyrilt.'wn was on Leaf creek, and
was Icnown to the Rogue River tribes as the site of a salt lick or
marsh. It was an especially favored spot for the hunting of deer.
( I 7) S.i%iiPllilk' (evidently containing the word s-bnz, ' mountain ').
( I 8) Hntiti~~B.(19) DnZsaZsciiz, Illinois river.
(20) DaBg&nz,
' along the river ' (gelam, ' river '), i. e., Rogue river. ( 2 I ) Lhhilt.',
now Klamath river. (22) H n t ' ~ ~ ' ~ ' ' ~az place
' i ~ , name in the
country of the Umpquas.
T h e hostile attitude which the Takelman tribes adopted on the
settlement of the country by the whites w7as probably the chief cause
of their rapid decrease in numbers, and by 1884, at which time they
had already been transferred to the Siletz reservation in northwestern Oregon, they counted no more than twenty-seven.' A t
the time of writing they have entirely disappeared a s a unity and
are represented b y a very few survivors whose chief means of communication is either the Chinook jargon, broken English, or some
Athabascan dialect. The Takelma language itself is spoken with
freedom by only three or four of the older women now living in
Siletz. From the most intelligent of these all of my information
was obtained. Besides these there are two other women residing
at the Grand Ronde reservation whoare reported to speak the upland dialect already referred to. We have in the history of the
___
See Powell, Indian Linguistic Families, Sevrrztlc Amztml Report of the Burenti of
Ethzo/ogy, p . 121.
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Takelma, speaking dialects of a distinct linguistic stock, an excellent example of the appalling rapidity with which many still very
imperfectly known tribes of North America are disappearing and of
the urgent need of ethnologic and liriguistic study of these remnants
before they are irrevocably lost.
LANGUAGE.-I
shall not here atlempt to discuss the language
itself, as that will elsewhere be made the subject of a special study.
Suffice it to say that its characteristics are such as to mark it off most
decidedly from those of the neighboring stocks. Perhaps its most
striking features are syllabic pitch-accent a i d nominal as well as pronominal incorporation of the object and instrument, though it must
be admitted that the noun object is not at first sight as evidently incorporated as in the Iroquois. I n its general phonetic make-up it
offers a great contrast to the harsh system of the neighboring Athabascan and Coos tribes, and reminds one much more strongly of the
comparatively harmonious phonetics of northern California. One in
itself perhaps not very important linguistic item is of considerable
interest as shedding light on the general affiliations of the Takelma.
In their noteworthy study on the Native Languages of California'
Drs Dixon and Kroeber have called attention to the recurrence of
a similar word for ' dog ' in about ten Californian linguistic stocks,
otherwise quite unrelated. The Takelma word for ' dog ' (tr!ixi)
is closely related to this group ; compare for instance, Yurok t s u ,
Chimariko sitceln, and NahuatI chichi. The resemblance becomes
greater if we suppose, as seems very probable, that ts.!ixi goes
back to an earlier *ts'!itci (the sound tc, curiously enough, does not
occur in Takelma but seems always to have developed into x ; cf.
above yegwexi, ' they bite me,' but upper dialect yegwdtci, probably a more archaic form). This fact of lexical similarity receives
some weight from a consideration of the general north Californian
character of Takelma ethnology.
FOOD- FISHINGHUNTING.
-The staple food of the Takelma
is probably to be considered the acorn (yami), of which there were
recognized several varieties, the ' black acorn' (yana ydhaPs) being
considered the chief. The first acorns appeared in the early spring,
at which time they were gathered and prepared by the women, who,

-

-

1 American

Anthropologist, N. s., 1903, V, p. 13, note

I.
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however, were not permitted to partake of them until the men had
performed a formulaic ceremony and themselves eaten ; only then,
and after the vessels had been washed anew, could the women also
take part in the first eating. The method of preparation was essentially the same as that employed by the Hupa and the Maidu. A
hole about an inch in depth was cut into the ground so as to hold
firmly the p!tes, a flat rock on which the acorns were pounded. After
these were shelled they were mashed fine by means of the s.eli?k'*,
a stone implement, used for the purpose, of two to three feet in length,
or else by the shorter t'hlma, of about a foot and a half in length.
The acorns were prevented from spilling off the flat rock by a funnelshaped basket, or hopper, wider at the top and entirely open at the
bottom, known as a bb"n. In the degas, a shallow circular basketpan, the meal was sifted and was then placed on carefully washed
sand, seathing water being applied to extract the elements which
impart the bitter taste to the acorn. The acorn dough (xnik')
thus obtained was boiled in a basket-bucket (K!eC m&e2iti) constructed of hazel shoots and split roots, the usual Pacific coast
method of applying hot stones into the basket being employed.
The final result was a sort of mush that here, as farther south in
California, formed the most typical article of food.
A second important vegetable food was the camass root (dzp').
The root was dug by means of the t'gnpxit@f,or 'horned xi%
stick,' it being the sharp-pointed, peeled-off stick of a hard-wood
bush known as xih and neatly fitting at the upper end into a deer's
horn to serve as the handle. The roots were prepared for use as
follows : A pit was dug into the earth and filled with alder bushes
which, when fired, served to heat the stones above. On top of
these hot stones were placed the roots themselves, a layer of alder
bark intervening between the two. The whole was covered with
earth and left to roast. The succeeding day, if the roots were not
yet well cooked, a fire was again built, and so on until the roots
were thoroughly roasted, in which condition they were called hix.
They were often mashed into a dough, and, made into the form of
a big pan ( x l i y x ) , kept for winter use. Strings of camass roots
(Gp')were often made by the children and used as playthings.
A favorite food was the manzanita berry ( Z b x h ) . These were
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pounded into a flour (p'rrbr~'~p'),
mixed with sugar-pine nuts (t'gaZ),
and put away for future use; they were consumed with water.' A
peculiar implement used for the eating of manzanita was the bushy
tail of a squirrel tied with sinew for the space of about a finger's
length to a stick about six inches long. A number of varieties of seeds
were in considerable use as food. A.mong these was the Z b m , the
seed apparently of a species of sunflower. When the plants were
dry the seeds were beaten out by a stick used for the purpose
(mb/!dp') into a funnel-shaped deer-skin pouch ( 7 P x i ) with the mouth
wider than the bottom. When the CcEnix was young and tender, the
stalk also was eaten. In a similar way were collected the seeds of
the yellow-flowered '' tar-weed " (#8~*),
the stalks of which plant
were first burnt down to remove the pitchy substance they contained.
These seeds were parched and ground before consumption. Neither
with these nor with lamnx seed was water used. Other roots and
seeds and vegetable foods, such a,; the madroiia and pine n u t s
(t'beZPs), were also used.
The only plant cultivated before the coming of the whites was
tobacco (~"'p')which was planted by the men on land from which
the brush had been burnt away. Smoking was indulged in to a considerable extent and had a semi-religious character, the whiff of
smoke being in a way symbolic of good fortune and long life. The
pipes were made of either wood or stone and were always
straight throughout, some reaching a length of nearly a foot. The
custom prevailed, of course, of passing one pipe around to all the
members of an assembled group.
Of animal foods the most important, naturally, were the various
species of river fish, such as trout (yz~~xgrrn),
salmon-trout (t!e.'Rnui),
steel-head salmon (ybls), silver-side salmon (hlk'), Chinook salmon
(db~~zxLtu),
and others ; also crawfish (libis) and fresh-water mussels
(t!dZ) were used as food. Fishing was done partly with lines made
of a kind of grass (klhda), the fibers being rolled together by hand,
while the hook was obtained by tying two pieces of bone with sinew
-in which case mudcat and crawfish served as bait ; partly, also,
fish were caught in long nets (&ti) and clubbed when hauled into
1 Cf. Goddard, Life and Culture of the Hupa, Litiz*errersi.!yof Califoritin Pztblicationr,
American ArchrzoZo~yand EfhnoZogy, pp. 29-30.
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the canoe ; finally fish were obtained by spearing with the nzciZ, a
salmon spear consisting of a pole provided at the end with a sharppointed piece of bone fitted into two other pieces of the same material.
After the skin of the salmon was removed, the head and tail were
cut 06 the guts taken out, and the body split through at the backbone. The several pieces, together with the liver, were then roasted
on spits (k?ri7m) consisting merely of split hazel branches stuck into
the ground. Baskets of roasted salmon were packed for winter use.
Deer were often hunted by groups of men with the help of dogs.
A deer fence was constructed with a small gate opening, above
which was strung a bunch of shoulder-blades. T o these bones
was attached a rope, at the other end of which, away from the
wind, a few men watched for the coming of the deer. These had
been driven ever since before daybreak in the direction of the deer
fence by the dogs, and by men shouting '' W i w i wd ! " After a
certain number of deer had been thus forced into the enclosure, the
shoulder-blades were violently rattled by the men in wait, which so
frightened the animals that they ran into the finely spun semicircular
traps of K!hda grass set for them. Entangled in these, they
were easily clubbed to death. Such deer fences were usually built
in the neighborhood of creeks or salt licks, and sometimes as many
as one hundred and fifty of these rope-traps (ts*/Uk')were set. Not
infrequently mountain forests were set afire to facilitate the driving
of the deer. A choice portion of the deer-meat was considered the
fat (ya~zx),
which was often eaten raw and played with by the
children. Similarly to the method adopted for storing away cooked
camass, hard dough-like cakes of fat (ynnzx xlhEp-dda)were put
away for use in the winter.
Outside of such larger game as elk and deer the Indians were
fond of grasshoppers, generally picked from a burnt-down field and
cooked for food, and of the white larvze of the yellowjacket (dZZ),
the yellowjackets themselves being smoked out of their holes. Salt,
obtained from a salt marsh a t Leaf creek (YkFpi&w,a), was used in
the boiling of meat and cooking of salmon, but dried salmon was
never salted.
IMPLEMENTS
AND UTENSILS
-GAMES.
-Several of the implements and utensils employed have already been referred to and have
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been seen to consist largely of baskets. Still other basket forms
were the yel2.t; a large open-work burden-basket constructed of
hazel or willow ; the f!L:'ZE, a small basket-plate to eat out o f ; the
k!FZ, a round open bucket-like basket; the k!&5, a large storage
basket ; the k!rEnnk!ns, used for drinking purposes and of the size
of a cup ; the sap, a big basket made of rushes ; and the basketcradle. T h e ordinary twined basket was built up on a bottom
(dtlghn) of four short hazel twigs perpendicular to four cross-pieces,
and the twining was done with some root or grass on a warp generally of hazel o r wi!low. T h e only dyes used in the designs were
black and red, the former obtained by keeping the woof strands in
black clay, and the latter by dying in alder bark. Designs in
white were brought out by means of twining with a straw-like grass
known as g&'. Spoons (t!c~k')were made of both wood and elkhorn ; the s*ztvzx-i, or small paddle a:; it were, was a wooden stirrer
used to prevent the over-cooking of the food.
For the purpose of flaking flints into arrowheads was used the
zvits.?am~k"",a stick of about a foot in length and tipped with bone.
The same instrument was employed also as the twirler in the firedrill. The bottom board or heasth of the drill apparatus was about
two feet long and had drilled into it a hole which was filled with
finely shredded cedar bast (se"vtEiz) f0.r tinder. Both the hearth and
the twirler were carried about, together with tinder and arrows, in
a quiver of sewed fawn or wildcat skins. Arrowshafts were polished
with a rough-surfaced plant (t'gwe'L'Ltmz-)that served as file, in all probability identifiable with the scouring rush." Needles (ye'xi) were
made of hard wood or bone sharpened to a point and provided
with an eye, through which twisted sinew (k?nPs) was passed as
thread.
Under the head of implements may also be mentioned the
shinny-stick (t/eC&) and shinny-ball (fbt:rk'"). . The women's substitute for the game of shinny was played, generally three on a side,
with an object consisting of two little pieces of wood of about four
inches in length, tied together at a distance of six inches apart with
a strip of buckskin. This dgkczui,i i s it was called, corresponded
to the ball in the men's shinny game and was tossed about by a long
pole, the zPk'wi bi3rzt'n (i. e., ' ~ - i Z & k its
~ w stick
i
'). T h e goals (88")
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were merely branches stuck into the ground on each side. Serious
quarrels seem to have sometimes ensued from both parties claiming
the victory ; Mrs Johnson told of a case within her remembrance
in which one of the players, a medicine-woman, claimed the victory
for her side despite the protests of one of her opponents, and,
angered at the obstinacy of the latter, “ s h o t ” her with her supernatural power, whereupon the death of the poor woman actually
followed some time thereafter.
HABITATIONS.
-The typical Takelma house of split sugar-pine
boards was not square, but longer than wide, the floor, which was
nothing more than the earth stamped smooth, being from a foot and a
half to two feet below the surface of the ground. At the four corners
of the rectangular depression were set upright posts, to which, on
top, were lashed with hazel fiber four connecting cross-beams. The
house wall ( m Z i .s*idiW)
was a neatly fitting series of boards, placed
vertically, reaching from the top cross-beams to the floor. Above
the top framework was raised a ridge-pole supported (though this
point remains somewhat obscure) on two uprights forked at the
upper extremity. The wilz’ /zfZhm, or house boards,” were then
filled in froin the top beam to the sides of the house. The door was
not round, as was often the case farther to the north, but rectangular, and composed of two or three pieces of lumber put together.
As the doorway was raised about three feet from the earth’s surface,
it was necessary to build up against the I ‘ house wall ” an approach
of earth to admit of entrance. Having crawled into the doorway,
into which the door fitted by some sort of slide device, one
reached the floor of the house by descending the ladder (gak!an),
consisting of a pole provided with notches for steps and extending
from the doorway to the fireplace. This was in the center of the
room, and the smoke-hole, which was here not identical, as in certain
California underground sweat-houses, with the door, was provided
for by an opening in the roof at a distance of from six to seven feet
from the floor. The beds consisted simply of mats of cat-tail rushes
spread out on the ground about the fireplace, though it would seem
that unmarried girls slept on raised wooden boards or platforms. Such
was the winter house. In summer the Indians dwelt in a brush
shelter (gw& wdi)built about a central fire. The poorer people,
I‘
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it should also be noted, had to content themselves with a house
constructed of pine bark instead of lumber.'
The sweat-house of the Takelma was also a quadrangular only
partly underground structure and covered over with earth. In one
side was the door, while in another was an aperture to allow of the
admittance of hot stones that had been heated on a brush fire outside the sweat-house. This fire-hole and the door were often kept
closed so as to hold in the steam produced by pouring water on the
hot stones. There was generally room enough in one of these
sweat-houses for six men, who often spent the whole night therein
and then plunged into the cold river water in the morning. Since
women were not permitted to enter the sweat-house, they were
wont to sweat themselves in a small temporary stick structure
covered over with blankets, the hot stones being steamed inside.
It was not high enough to allow one to stand in it, and afforded room
for only two or three women. After it had served its purpose it was
taken to pieces and the blankets c:arried into the house. There
was generally but one sweat-house to a village and this was owned
by one of the wealthier men or so-called chiefs, who could not
easily refuse admittance to any adult. The fire was built by his
servants, not at all necessarily slaves, but poor people who worked
for him, dug camass for him in the proper season, and so on, and
who were supported by him.
CLOTHING
-PERSONAL
ADORNMENT -SHELLS.-In dress the
Takelma were probably almost identical with their neighbors, the
Shasta. The men wore shirts (halzifugxap'or haZ@f"g~cze~Bkcw),
deerskins as blankets (hips), blankets of fawn skins being used for children, and buckskin leggings or trousers (fgdig)
and moccasins
(bz's), also belts (x~Z2sap')worn over the leggings and tied in
front, and sometimes made of elk-skin. The women, at least
among the wealthier class, wore buckskin shirts (dZK')reaching
to the knees, fringed with tassels made of a white grass. The
hats of the men (sg2xap') were made of bear or deer hide, the
ears being often left on. The hats of the women, however, were
'In one of the myths Coyote and Panther live as neighbors, the house of the latter
being of lumber while that of Coyote is made of bark. Coyote desires to deceive two
girls, who have come to marry Panther, into the belief that he i s himself the one sought,
and accordingly ' 6 wishes " the bark to become 1 umber.
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round basket-hats (y5)') twined of a white grass. My informant
claimed that the Takelma did not themselves make these hats but
got them from the Shasta by the purchase of wives. For purposes of ornamentation red-headed woodpecker's scalps were sewed
on with sinew to strips of buckskin about four inches wide. These,
known as ts~?zings,
were worn about the head across the forehead and
tied in back of the head, with strips hanging down behind. Another
favorite ornament was the skin of an otter cut into strips. Depending from holes in these were often attached strings of dentalium
shells. The strips were attached by women to the middle of the hair
and allowed to hang down loose, the hair being parted straight in
the middle and made to hang in two bunches. The ordinary method
pursued by women in arranging the hair was to tie the two bunches
to the sides ofthe head, but never to braid them. Medicine-men also
thus folded and tied their hair in two parts, otter-skins and feathers
hanging down as ornaments. These latter were chiefly the tail
feathers of the eagle, red-headed woodpecker (bhk'bn"),and yellowhammer (t!d"K""),and were never used except in the medicine-dance ;
by ordinary people (yap/a gamaxdi, 'raw, uncooked people') they
were not used at all except in the war-dance. Still another ornamental device was the working of porcupine quills into buckskin as
tassels (Klabrts).
A s regards mutilations designed for personal adornment, strings
of shells were worn through holes in the ears and nose, but lip
ornaments were never used. Three paints were employed for facial
decoration -black (sc"Z), red ( m ~ ' ~ a and
x ) , white paint (mdizx). The
last of these was reserved for use in war, while red was the everyday color used by men and women alike. Perhaps the most striking ornamental device used by the Takelma was tattooing with
needle and charcoal. Boys did not tattoo, but for girls it was considered proper to have three downward stripes tattooed on the chin
-onein the middle and one on each side -as well as to tattoo the
arms ; in fact, girls who were not tattooed were apt to be derided as
" boys."
The tattooing of the men was rarely facial, but was generally confined to a series of marks on the left arm, reaching from
the elbow to the shoulder. These were used, in a manner that
reminds one of the Hupa custom,' to measure strings of dentalium
-

' S e e Goddard, op. cit., pp. 48-50.
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shells from the tip of the left hand. Each string had fen shells of
exactly the same length, the strings of greater value having larger
shells and thus reaching up to a higher tattoo mark. A string
reaching clear up to the shoulder was accounted of the value of one
hundred dollars,' while one that reached midway between the elbow
and the shoulder had a value of half that sum. It is interesting to note, in regard to the dentalium shells themselves, that they
came by trade from the north, from a land, as the Indians believed,
where dwelt sharp-mouthed people that sucked out the meat, and
then cooked and ate it. Other shells besides dentalia were of course
used for ornamental and semi-molnetary purposes, such as the
g h ,a large highly valued rainbow-colored shell, and the &z;Sp', halfblack shells of bean-like shape employed in the ornamentation of
women's shirts. A species of '(Indian money " (fs?GZx) was the
fs./itgwixstring, generally measuring from arm-tip to arm-tip and
composed of round flat bone-like disks ; these were often put about
the necks and arms of the dead to be: buried with them.
NUMERAL
SYSTEM.-I~
connection with the shell money of the
Indians may be given the Takelma nuimeral system. On the surface
it seems to be, and to all intents and purposes is, a decimal system,
but on analysis of the words themselves betrays a simpler basis.
The numerals themselves are as follows :
mi/*6sga'.
gn'p!ini o r g P m .
3. xi bini.
4. g a m g h .
5. d&hal.
6. ha%miss.
7. ha%galem.
8. ha%xin.
9. ha%go.
10. ixdil.
I I . ixdil mi%ga6 gad&'.
1 2 . ixdil g P m gad&k.
20. yap!a mi's.
I.

2.

2000.

.

30. xin ixdk
40. gamgimhixdil.
50. dthaldanixdll.
60. ha'i mits !adanixdil.
70. ha%garsrnadanixdil.
80. hasixindanixdh.
'30. ha%gVgadanixdil.
100. t!eimiss.
330. giPmmQnt!eimi's.
300. xin t!eimi's.
400. gamgimfin t!eimi's.
p.dihaldan t!einiiss.
1000. ixdildan t!eimi%.
yap!amits!adan t !ei miss.

.

These are the values given by MIS Johnson, but they may be only relatively correct
and considerably in excess of the actual absolute values.
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Four is evidently nothing but two two '; five can be plausibly
analyzed as being in front '; six, seven, eight, and nine are respectively equivalent to ' one finger in,' two fingers in,' ' three fingers
in,' and 'four fingers in ' (provided -g' represents an alternative,
possibly older term for ' four ') ; ten is ' two hands ' (cf. ii~x-d6k'P
' my hand,' and -&Z, comitative suffix, two together ') ; the numbers between the tens are the phrases ' ten one on top of '(= ten
above one), ' ten two o n top of,' and so on ; twenty is quite transparently ' one person ' ( y d j ! a , person ' + -mi", stem element for
' one '), i. e., ' two hands and two feet '; the higher tens are ' three
times ten,' four times ten,' and so on ; the first element of t!ci-i~i~s,
' hundred,' is obscure, unless it is to be identified with t!i'-, ' male,'
in which case one male person ' as equivalent to hundred ' would
in all probability have reference to the highest tattoo mark worn by
men on the left arm, for a string of ten dentalia reaching up to it
was worth a hundred single dentalium shells contained in a string
of lowest value. The spirit of the Takelma numeral system is thus
(

(

(

(

(

(

I

Position:

Etymology
ofTakelma word:

1
I

Value :

I

Position :

Little finger of Ring finger of Middle finger of Index of left
l e f t under
left under
leftundermid- under inlittle finger
ring finger
dle finger of dexofright.
of right
of right
right
2'
xi- ?
3'
aTwotwo '=
Evidently compoundofnzPs,
-bin; ? '
-bin? ' ? '
2 X 2, or 2
' I ' and -gas
indices 2
'?*
thumbs
vis-&-vis.
I
2
3
4

+

+

+

T h u m b of I n d e x of M i d d l e o f R i n g of L i t t l e o f
rightrestrightheld
rightinleft
right in
right in
in g on
in left
left
left
thumb of
left
T h u m b of ' One fin- ' 2 fingers ' 3 fingers ' 4 (?)finin '
in '
gers in'
right 'beger in '
ing in
front' of
left hand
5
6
7
8
9

1

Etymology
ofTakelmaword:

Value :

I

Two hands free Two hands and two feet

Extended left arm?

'Pair of hands'

' One male ' ?

Etymology
' One person '

ma word :
1 0

20

I00
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clearly decimal, with a slight admixture of the vigesimal. The
analysis just given shows, however, that but the first three numerals
and perhaps the fifth are etymologically distinct, the others being
secoiidarily derived from other numerals or else being descriptions
of finger positions. We have then here a fairly transparent case of
the adaptation of an older quinary or even tertiary system to a
more advanced decimal type. In counting by means of the fingers
the order followed was from the littlt: finger of the left hand to the
corresponding finger of the right. The positions of the fidgers, together with the corresponding numeral etymologies and values, may
be conceived of in the manner as shown on the preceding page.
It should be said that the positions as here given were not
directly obtained but have been constructed from the etymologies
and the order of fingering employed in counting. The etymology
of 10 as ‘ 2 hands,’ though quite transparent, was not convincing to
Mrs Johnson ; 4 as ‘ two two ’ impressed her more favorably when
it was suggested; 2 0 as ‘one person = hands and feet’ she
volunteered.
SOCIAL
ORGANIZATION.
-The social organization of the Takelma
was almost the simplest conceivable. Each village ( z d i p a l a ,
‘houses many ’), and the villages were generally very insignificant,
was entirely independent or practically so. Anyone who was comparatively wealthy could be called a chief’’ (d8an;LK‘); there does
not seem to have been a recognized head chief, though in time ol
war some one man probably was so considered. Not to speak of a
totemic clan organization, which is conspicuously absent in this Oregonian area, we do not here find even the belief in individual protectors or guardian spirits gained by fasting and dreaming during the
performance of the puberty rites, that plays so important a part
among the Chinookan tribes of the Columbia ; among the Takelma
only the medicine-man possessed the power to gain such guardians.
It seems then that the local village community is the only purely
sociological grouping to be recognized among these Indians, excludi n g the nearly self-evident ones of rich and poor, freemen and slaves
(obtained by capture or barter), and the family. It was not permitted to marry within the family, this rule operating so far as to
prevent marriage between cousins, and it was forbidden for a man
A M ANTH., N. S.. 9-18.
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to marry the sister of his brother's wife. If a man died, his brother
was compelled to marry the widow, no matter how many wives h e
already had (some men had as many as five). There was no welldefined rule against marriage within the village, but as it must very
often have happened that practically all the residents of a village
were related, it was customary to look beyond the village for a mate,
and in many cases even to marry into some neighboring tribe of
alien speech, like the Shasta or the Galice Creek Athabascans.
ENGLISH
EQUIVALENT

STEM

udin

nixa

R'aba-

wik'abai

R'nbriwa

bryan-

wibrydn

bcyrin

fib-

w i g bi'i

"pxa

Wri-

wn wti

father

hamma

2

mother

linra i-

daughter

4

elder brother
father's elder brother's son
mother's elder sister's son
younger brother
father's younger brother's son
mother's younger sister's son
elder sister
father's elder brother'sdaughte
mother's elder sister's daughte
f younger sister
father's younger brother's
81 daughter
I mother's younger sister's
1 daughter
father's parents
father's father's brothers
father's mother's sister
son's child
mother's parents
mother's father's brothers
mother's mother's sisters
daughter' s child
father's brother
father's sister's son
12 mother's brother
13 father's sister
mother's sister
mother's brother's daughter
woman's sister's child
man's brother's child
woman's brother's child
man's sister's child
.
mother's brother's son
I 7 ? father's sister's daughter

{

PERSONID PERSON ADDRESS
mrixa

I

3 son

ST

____
wiltrim

-

t'-

+fib-

wit 'bbi"

zucixa

t'd'pxa

t'a- $-wd-

wit'awci

t'asudxa

gamd-

wiganidi

ganrdixa

k!ns-

wik!risi

&!ha

wixa'a;

xdci'xa

hasfadxaga-

wihast
wit'ad2
wixagai

t 'rida

xagcixa

siw-

misiwt

siwfxa

ts!a-

witslat

&!&a

waR'd-

wiwakdf

wak'dlsa

Xdci-

hrisa
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STEM

IS wife’s parents

t!limx-

19 husband’s parents
20 son-in-law
21 daughter-in.law
son’s wife’s parents
daughter’s husband’s parents
23 woman’s brother’s wife
woman’s sister’s husband
woman’s husband’s brother
25 woman’s husband‘s sister
man’s brother’s wife
man’s wife’s sister
man’s sister’s husband
man’s wife’s brother
dead wife’s
sister
dead husband’s {brother}
brother’s widow
[sister’s widower
29 husband

R!ecb-

)

ST

PERSON I D PERSON ADDRESS
~-

Wi~lLi?rrXtiU

wayauklau xa-

wi k!Ppt
nrdt‘eR‘
wi‘wayaJ
wiklPxd

Zanitsls*zyZ“Ep‘-

7nlif-
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t!&nxLra
K.f&pxa
nid’t ‘a
way&uxa

t!dWZXE

k!e%i
mat ‘id]

waya;

!Pnti’nixa

k!6’Lxci

m7anzb!i
zuis*iyciSp’

lanttsllxa
.iyd’“cpxa

Zanttslrf
SYjUPp‘

yidnanb-

wiyidi
winanbi

yidixa
nanbixa

yidrt
nanbrf

Aard-

wihrltst ‘

hdsda

hasdrf

xinzn-

wiximni

ximrrixa

xini rr d

ilit-

tlit‘k‘

f W i t, ]

ha-ikld

=male, mar

30 wife
31 relations
32 friend

p-

gwmr-

giixda]
g t ” xdPR’
nei.fdi.4 wineixda]
wik!riydm t ! l W ydpxtr

ha-ilk&

~i

RIzYySrn

The degrees of family reiationship recognized by the Takelma
are brought out in the preceding table, which gives the word-stem,
the forms for the first and second persons of the possessor, and the
vocative form of the native terms.
Little need be added in explanation of this table. Probably
several other degrees of relationship not obtained were recognized.
The exact definition of two or three of the native terms is not quite
certain, particularly numbers 1 5 and 16, which, though much less
probably, may correspond respectively to man’s nephew or niece ’
and woman’s nephew or niece.’ The bracketed terms are such as
do not follow the peculiar possessive pronominal scheme of nouns
of relationship (1st per. wi-,zd per. -‘Y, and 3d per. -xa, -0 except in
number 4). It is interesting that ‘ wife,’ husband,’ and ‘ son-inlaw’ are such exceptional cases, while friend ’ is provided with
the characteristic kinship affixes. .If one cared to lose himself in
speculative theorizing on the subject, he might be tempted to explain
the peculiar position occupied by the term for ‘ son-in-law ’ as a
survival of a time when wives were obtained by capture, and the
son-in-law, so far from being regarded as an integral member of the
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family, was considered rather an unwelcome intruder ( ! ). A reciprocal relation is expressed in the vocative form of numbers I and
3 and 2 and 4 respectively, also in the terms mutually applied to
the first and third generations (numbers g and 10).
Little could be discovered regarding naming, but the few names
that were obtained (such asDat‘dn- eZPt‘gzvdt‘, Squirrel-Tongued ’;
Gm‘sgwashfn, cf. p ‘ s g w a s ‘ chipmunk ’; and DiiEdZda,‘ On his
Forehead ’) suggest that they were generally descriptive terms, as
among the Maidu, and not like the obscure and apparently meaningless names current among the Chinook and the Wasco. Property
seems to have been distributed among all the dead person’s nearer
relatives in both the collateral and succeeding generations. The
practice of demanding blood-money (ibzfiZF)and remuneration even
for comparatively slight personal injuries was well developed.
Instead of retaliating, when a blow was received, it was not infrequently preferred to keep cool and say : Ts*!zdxz7s.i t!iim&daF,,”
i. e., Give me money (dentalia), for you have struck me ! ” -a
demand that was legally justified.
In cases of more serious feuds the injured party often had recourse to the services of a so-called go-between ” (x@wisdq)who,
after much persuasion and many threats of vengeance, prevailed
upon the offender to pay an indemnity, the aggrieved party, to
cement the new friendship, returning a nominal present. The proceedings, in which the whole community were interested spectators,
was marked by a good deal of formality, the go-between, whose
person was deemed inviolate, reporting the exact words of each
party in the first person to the other and being addressed accordingly, while the interested parties themselves often said hardly a
word, each being represented by an “answerer.” Needless to say,
the go-between ” was paid for his services out of the indemnity
received. H e ran rather than walked between the two parties, and
was generally accompanied by his wife and another. The following
account of the proceedings is literally translated from the native
text :
((

((

(Let us suppose) people who are related to each other by their
children’s marriage [see number 2 2 of table ‘of relationships] slay one
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another, then they must ‘ pay to one another each other’s bones,’ dead
men’s bones they pay. Dentalia it is that used to be termed dead men’s
bones.’ And then they make speeches to one another and a go-between
is hired. Now a certain one acts as go-between. ‘Give me bloodmoney, since you have slain me [i. e., my folks] ! ’ people said to each
other. Now he whose folks had been slain, that one hires the go-between. ‘ Give me of that kind [pointing to strings of dentalia]; give
me IOO worth !’ the slayer is told. But he is not willing. ‘ I will not
give you anything ; I shall even kill some more of your folks !’ says the
slayer. Then the go-between returns to the other party and recounts
what he has been told. ‘ “ I’ll give you no blood-money !” he said to
you,’ says he. Then the go-between (adds) : ‘ 6i Not in that fashion
(speak)!’’ that is what I said to him.’ (Offended party:) ‘Do not tell
me that, since you have slain my folks just for nothing, though I did
nothing to you. For no reason you have slain one of mine. My girl is
dwelling yonder ’ [i. e., person whose folks were killed had given his
daughter in marriage to one of other side ; hence they were K/~xti‘nzxa
to each other]. Thus people spoke tci one another in times long past.
Then he returns to the other party. ‘ “ Just you give me blood-money ! ”
he says to you. I say : “ Too far will it go ! People will yet be slain,” ’
says the go-between.’ Then, recounting what he has been entrusted to
say, the go-between tells him thus : ‘ These people whose relative has
been slain have become grieved at heart.’ That did people of long ago
say to one another when they killed each other. -4nd then once more
the go-between returns to the other party. On this side he whose
relative has been slain cries : ‘ Keep on going across ! Many things he
must give me,’ says the injured party. So he returns to the other party.
6 ‘ Just yougive me many things !”
he says to you,’ says the go-between.
‘Give him many things! ’ says the go-between. He says to the
slayer: ‘ I t goes too far. Yet shall people be slain; they will get
even with you. Many people will be killed. So for that reason give
him something!’ says the go-between. Then he [the slayer] says:
Very well !’ says the slayer. ‘ You
6 Yes ! I shall give him something.
shall not get even with me, I shall give you something ; friends we are,’
says the slayer. ‘Some little thing do you also give me in return !’
Now the go-between returns again and whoops,’ his heart has become glad.
’The go-between warns the offender to pay the blood-money, for otherwise more
bloodshed will ensue, the aggrieved party will retaliate by killing one of the other side.
This state of things cannot go on !
This is the signal that the offender is willing to “give back the dead man’s bones.
or pay the blood-money.
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Now it is known that it is intended to give him something. Many people
(are gathered together). Now he [the go-between] whoops. ' " I give
you blood-money,'' he says to you. '(Do you too give me a Iittle bit !"
he says to you.' Then he relates to them what he has heard. A certaii
one [the '' answerer "1 answers him : ' That's what he says.' Then they
give each other blood-money. Now on either side they proceed to each
other and give each other (presents). The slayer gives most .of all,
while he (who has been injured) gives just a little bit. Thus in times long
past people (acted) when they slew one another. And also the women
on both sides gave each other many things. And the go-between also is
given something, is given dentalia. On this side he whose relative has
been slain does that ; he it is who gives him dentalia. The slayer does
not give him anything."

WARAND WARIMPLEMENTS.
-On the whole the Takelma seem
to have been a rather warlike tribe, and perhaps their rapid extinction is due in part, a t least, to the hostile relations in which they
stood to the white settlers. The principal weapon of offensive warfare was of course the bow (gcil') and arrow ( m h i u ; shaft without flint head = smhZa"'x) ; the former was made of a single piece
of wood, reached a width of about an inch and a half in the center,
and was polished, like the arrow, with the rough t'gwe'limx weed,
probabIy the " scouring rush." T h e tapering ends of the bow were
notched to allow of the putting in of sinew, which was laid horizontally in several layers on the back of the bow over a glue consisting of steel-head salmon skin rubbed over it. Over the sinews
black, red, and white paints were laid. in various geometric designs.
T h e bow-string (gd' t.r/ugad0)also was made of deer sinew.' I t
is peculiar that among the Oregon coast Athabascans the bow was
held vertically, while among the Takelma it was always held horizontally, the warrior holding an extra arrow in his mouth in readiness for the next shot. It was considered advisable, in order to
render them more effective, to steep the flint arrowheads in rattle1 The formula used by the " answerer " to report to the chief party what the gobetween has to communicate.
2 As an item of random interest it may be noted that the same term was used also in
connection with a common method of carrying a salmon. The head and tail of the salmon
were tied to the ends of a-string used to carry it 50 that they turned in somewhat like the
ends of a stretched bow. The concavely bent fish was the " bow," the carrying string
the " bow-string.''
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snake blood. For defensive purposes were used elk-hide hats,
painted with decorative designs, and armor. The latter was composed of sticks of wood covered with two undressed hides of elk or
buck sewn together and decorated, after the removal of the hair,
with painted designs. The armor was without sleeves and reached
only from the neck and below the arms down to the hips.
The chief symbol of being on the warpath, outside of the characteristic white paint,' was the tying of the hair tightly in back of the
head ; the phrase '' he tied@his hair tight " ( s - 2 iilii'k!ixdagwa
t ' b n f a g a d )is synonymous in the myths with " he prepared for war."
It was customary for women to participate in the war dance, and they
often accompanied the men in the fight, watching the slaves and cooking for the warriors. It is remarkable that in the war dance (in which
the brandishing of arrows seems to have been the chief element), as
also in the menstrual and medicine dances, the drum was absolutely
unknown, time being kept by stamping with the right foot. This is
another of those points of detail which differentiated the Takelma
from their Athabascan neighbors. The only musical instrument
known to them, indeed, seems to have been a rude flute or fife
(xdeit') made out of a dry reed of the wild parsnip. It was used for
love ditties.
PUBERTYAND MARRIAGE.
-Of the dances just mentioned, perhaps the most important socially was the menstrual dance (zerii~lham
hayodagwan). At the time of the first courses, which ordinarily
occui-red at the age of thirteen, the girl's father invited his neighbors
to a great feast for the space of five (days,or rather nights (five was
the mythical and ceremonial number of the Takelma). During this
period the girl was not permitted to eat anything till midday, when
an old woman came to her and directed her to run five times around
two trees. After this she was allowed to eat, but forced to abstain
from food again from about 4 o'clock in the afternoon to noon of
the next day. As regards personal appearance, she had her bangs
of hair cut off and painted herself with one red and four black
'The whitish color about the foreheads of grizzly bears is interpreted as war paint
and brought into connection with their ferocity. In one of the myths the Grizzly girl
(xurnR' wa-i7ui'*) puts dust, i. e., white paint, an her forehead before making war on her
Eagle husband.
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stripes on each cheek. During these five days she was subject, of
course, to a number of taboos. She was not permitted, for instance,
to look at the sky or to gaze freely about her, and to insure this a
string of the bluejay's tail feathers tied on close together was put about
the forehead of the girl and tied to the hair in back, an arrangement that effectually screened from her view everything about her.
During this time also she was obliged to sleep with her head in a
b&z, a funnel-shaped basket such as was used in the pounding of
acorns, the declared purpose being to prevent her from dreaming of
the dead, a bad omen. During each of the five nights the menstrual round-dance and songs' were performed. A circle was formed
of alternating men and women with interlocked hands, while in the
center stood the young girl (or rather young woman now, k'a'is.b'k'da), arrayed in all her finery of hair, nose, neck, ear, and waist
ornaments. The outer circle danced and sang around her, all following the song of the leader.
Before marriage girls were not allowed to move about freely
and were very carefully guarded by their parents. On the whole,
marriages seem to have been determined upon by the parents of the
parties concerned, often at a ridiculously early age, the personal
likes or dislikes of these latter being apparently but little regarded.
The Indians, not unlike a certain kind of white philosophers, claimed
that a couple that did not love each other when first married learned,
in course of time, to love each other best of all ; and vice versa. A
girl was always purchased for the boy with dentalia or the like by
his father or other male relative, after which the bride proceeded
with her folks to the bridegroom's house, the whole party dragging
along a supply of exchange presents in the shape of baskets,
women's hats, camass, dried salmon, and other such household articles. No dances or singing formed part of the marriage ceremony.
The person or persons who escorted the bride to her future husband's house were specifically referred to as t!amyamd% (cf. t!amayanwiaa, 'people escort bride with presents for future husband '). The
social status of the children depended very largely, of course, on the
price paid for the mother, so that poor people's children were looked
1 A number of these " round-dance " songs, also war aud gambling songs, were
taken down on the phonograph. It is hoped to publish them in the near future.
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down upon as not much better than dogs, So young was sometimes the newly married girl, that instances are related of how she
dared not, out of fear, speak to her husband, but sought every opportunity to escape from the house, It was customary for a newly
married woman to rise very early and, before eating her breakfast,
gather firewood for all of her husband's folks.
The indebtedness of the husband to his father-in-law did not
entirely cease with the initial purchase of the wife. Not infrequently
the son-in-law, living perhaps in it far distant village, would load
his canoe with presents of dried salmon or the like for his wife's
parents, and visit them for a period in company with his wife. The
word used to indicate this customary visit, mbfwdkc,may be literally
rendered ' son-in-law arrives.' Aft,:r the birth of the first baby an
additional price was paid to the girl's father in the shape of a deerskin sack filled with Indian money. This payment was considered
as equivalent to the buying of the child and was metaphorically
referred to as " making its pillow '' (gwenp?ixabn" R / m c i ) . For a
month after childbirth the mother was forbidden the use of meat.
At the expiration of this period the child was taken to the river and
waved five times over the water as a sort of " baptismal " rite.
MORTUARY
CUSTOMS.
-When a man died, he was decorated
with dentalia and other Indian finery, wrapped in a deerskin blanket,
and buried in the ground. Acorns were buried with him, and a great
number of baskets were strewn over the grave which, it is almost
needless to say, no one dared touch. The practice of killing slaves
at the grave, a custom that obtained, at least on the death of a great
chief, among the Wasco, was here unknown, nor was the custom of
canoe burial in use. Widows bedaubed themselves with pitch and
cut their hair close as signs of mourning, but widowers did not find it
necessary to be so demonstrative. A man killed in war away from
home could not be buried in the regular way ; in such a case it was
customary to burn off the flesh of the corpse, gather up the bones,
take them home, and bury them thlere with the usual valuables.'
BROOKLYN,
NEW YORK.
1 Certain phases of the religious life of tbe Takelma have been described in " The
Religious Ideas of the Takelma Indians of Southwestern Oregon," inJournaZof Anzerircrn
FoZR-lore,XX, 33-49. The Takelma mythology will be treated in another place.

